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Lyle O. Kiel - LK
Norman Achin - NA

NA: Mr. Kiel, can you tell me a little about yourself, where and
when you were born, what education you had, and so forth?

LK: I was born July 17, 1918. I was born half a mile from where
we are sitting right today, on a farm just west of the home place
here. I graduated from Crookston High School in 1936. As a
matter of fact, we had our fiftieth anniversary three years ago.

NA: Were you raised on a farm?

LK: Yes.

NA: And that was the farm that you were born at?

LK: Let me give you a little history on that. I went to
District 288 in my second grade, which is like a mile from here,
but it was a mile and a half from where we lived. Dad was
farming at that time. He married my mother. They lived just
across the bridge here, about a quarter of a mile from here, and
they moved onto this farm, which was a half a mile from here.
And then Dad became a fieldman of the American Sugar Beet
Company.

NA: What year was that?

LK: It must have been about 1926. He farmed and he was fieldman
at Graf ton for one year. I remember him coming home with
Humpomobile car. I can remember him coming in the yard, he would
come home on weekends. Then we moved from Grafton to Casselton,
as a fieldman.

Of course, in those days, nobody wanted to raise sugar
beets. It was tough. Dad would go out to farmers and many times
got chased off with a pitchfork! Because they didn't want to
monkey with it. And Dad also saw that if a farmer puts his sugar
beets on good land, you got a good crop. But the Company was
adamant about trying to get growers to grow beets, and they were
advocating, "Well, put it on your dirty land and clean up your
land." Consequently, they got poor crops.

NA: Did your father and your family raise sugar beets in the
beginning? What did you raise?
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LK: Over here, Dad just raised small grains and flax. But then
he quit farming and went with Crystal.

NA: Oh, that's when he became fieldman, with Crystal?

LK: Well, it was better to say American Beet Sugar Company.

NA: He was fieldman for how long?

LK: He was fieldman for about three years. Dad didn't have much
of a P.R., but he was good with machinery. He was pretty
outspoken. His overseer—I won't mention his name because he's
got a lot of relatives in the Valley, yet—then they had two-row
beet cultivators there. Dad was telling them—because they had a
four-row beet planter, so he was telling them to go four rows.
And this overseer said—I don't like to swear, but he said,
"Those SOB farmers, they can't even steer their two rows. How in
the hell are they going to steer four rows?"

That's when Dad said, "You don't know crap from shineola."
A few times like that and Dad was out of a job!

NA: Just to back up a bit here, how did he manage to get the job
to begin with?

LK: Well, at that time, my uncle was also—Al Holkesvig was my
uncle. Have you done any history with him?

NA: Was he the plant manager?

LK: He was plant manager of East Grand Forks and he was then
plant manager of all of three. So I have a background of sugar
beets.

NA: How did your father come to get the job then?

LK: Well, I can't tell you that. I don't know if he got it
through my uncle or because—it was a brand-new industry, in the
first place. And having been a farmer and having a farming
background, whether he got it through my uncle or just went over
there and applied—J.B. Bingham was the manager at that time.

He was the

NA: Manager of what?

LK: They only had one plant, East Grand Forks,
manager of East Grand Forks.

NA: When did your Uncle Holkesveig come?

LK: My uncle started almost at the same time that the plant was
built. That was in 1925.

NA: And your father started then?
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LK:
did.

I don't think dad started at the same time that my uncle

NA: So your father lasted three or four years as a fieldman?
What did he do after that?

LK: Well, it was tough going. He worked in a grocery store for
a while. He didn't like that. Then he ran a combine out by
Buffalo, just west of Casselton. Then he borrowed some money
from his dad, and he went into a Ford dealership.

NA: So he did not spend any more time in beets after that?

LK: Not at that present time. That was in 1930. Ford Motor
Company sent a box car—they came in box cars, the Model A's.
You wouldn't know whether it was on the track until the
weighmaster said, "There's a carload of cars for you, sir."

And they couldn't break the seal on those cars until they
were paid for. And, of course, the Thirties—when the crash
came. Dad went broke in the Ford work—he had a lot of money on
the books.

So we lived with my grandparents over here for one year. My
grandfather always raised beets. He had about 40 acres of beets.
My mother's parents.

NA: How many acres did he have?

LK: He had 40 acres.

NA: I want to jump back to the first beet contract,
that your father grew sugar beets for a short while?

You said

LK: No, he never grew beets in all that time. We had a chance
to rent some land at Durban. But the Company wouldn't give Dad a
contract; it was too close since he had left.

NA: Well, at that time, were they not interested in getting a
lot of acreage?

LK: Oh, yes!

NA: But there were just hard feelings?

LK: Yes, there were hard feelings that were caused there by—

NA: Well, when did you start?

LK: We stayed at my grandparents for one year. And then Dad
bought a farm over here. It's about two or three miles from
here. Actually, straight west of Will Brekkens', about a mile
and a half from where Will Brekkens1 lives.

Of course, they wanted to sell land in those days. Dad paid
$17 an acre for that land, nothing down, and he got a beet
contract. The first beet contract we had was in '32. We had 90
acres, right outside of Crookston.
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NA: Ninety acres? And what year was that?

LK: Well, that would have to be '33. And the tonnage of that
lot was 10.2 tons.

NA: What were the provisions of these early contracts? What did
the Company want then, and what did they contract for? Were
there specific percentages of the sugar content? Were there
provisions for the loading station, the rail car stations?
Acreage? How much acreage were you allotted?

LK: Well, this contract that I had tells you where to—not this
one, the other one, that's the contract [referring to the
contract in front of them] . This is the receipt you get at the
end of the—shows all the labor procurement fees.

See the Company in the early days, they financed your seed,
your labor. They recruited the labor for us, which is itemized
on your statement.

NA: Didn't they charge you for the seed? At the end, before you
got this receipt and before you got paid, didn't they deduct so
much for the seed?

LK: This is the deductions, right here. The early seed came
from Germany. And it came in 100-pound bags. The bags were that
high [indicating with hand], out of burlap. The farmers used it
to make horse blankets, after they got their seed out of it.
They were bulky.

We planted six rows at a time, and there was 20 pounds to
the acre. You never had to worry about a crust, because a lot of
these seeds were maybe four or five germs in them. It took a
solid—

NA: They were terrific quality then, these seeds?

LK: No, they weren't terrific quality. They were just terrific
numbers. There was a Moline drill, just like the present grain
drills and it just spewed them down the row. That was before
cross-cultivation. The labor would come along and chop—the
rule of 18-18 at that time.

NA: What does 18-18 mean?

LK: 18 inches this way and 18 inches in—[an 18 inch square].

NA: Cross-cultivation?

LK: Well, it wasn't cross-cultivation. The labor did it. We
didn't have cross. The labor chopped them out. And they were
supposed to leave one plant. It was finger thinning. You
crawled in on your hands and knees. It was that way for years.

NA: Were you charged for labor? You were charged for seed; you
were charged the cost of transporting the labor up from Texas.
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^
LK: Not the cost. Dad went down and hauled his own labor up.

NA: Did he do it for the other farmers?

LK: No, just our own labor.
[Referring to receipt] Now this is beet seed here, and this

is blocking and thinning advance, 16-1/2 [cents] an acre. And
this is labor procurement fee at $3 an acre. Harvesting advance,
and so on. This is the thing we got on October 31, right before
November 1. And then the Beet Growers—they had Association fees
then of one-tenth of a ton.

NA: And, of course, you were a member of that, the Red River
Valley [Sugar] Beet Growers Association?

LK: Oh, yes.

NA: That was a requirement, wasn't it?

LK: No, it wasn't a requirement, as I recall. It was voluntary.
But I think that the fee—see this is 1950, and the Beet Growers
Association didn't come into being until, it must have been the
late '30s. I'm not too sure.

NA: Now what did the Company contract have to say about acreage?
How much could you plant?

LK: Well, the contract shows you—this is one contract, 175
acres. And I had a contract in 1950, also. We had about 300
acres, and that's based on this payment schedule here. Sugar
content for that acreage gets X number of dollars.

NA: When you first started, what was the price per ton? Never
mind about the sugar content. Do you remember the base price per
ton?

LK: Oh, boy. Because I wasn't all that old back then! I can
remember all the things about machinery, but I didn't get into
the—although, I can remember in 1936, it was a dry year like we
had last year, only a lot worse. And the fifteenth day of
November, which was our primary payment—what we expected to live
the winter on—Dad got a check for ten cents. He carried it
around in his pocket till it wore out!

It wasn't always that bad. During the war years, also,
nobody wanted to raise beets. Wheat was $5 a bushel and was a
lot easier to raise than sugar beets.

NA: Well, let's talk about some of those years, especially the
dry year, '36. What were your yields like?

LK: In the dry year, it was three tons. We got three tons an
acre. We'd scoop them up and—the beets would fall through the
fork, and you'd have to throw them on by hand. When we had
mechanical loaders, of course—we used to scoop beets for years—
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we hired guys that would haul beets and then scoop them on. And
they'd run between the piles, some of them would. If the loaders
and mechanical harvesters hadn't come out, there wouldn't be a
beet raised in the Valley. Nobody would raise beets.

NA: What was the sugar content?

LK: Well, the sugar content was running, if I can remember it
correctly, it would run 16% or 17%.

NA: Which was average?

LK: Yes. Of course, they wanted high sugar. If it ever got up
in the 17[%] or 18[%], that was really a good sugar content.

NA: Did they ever come out and say, "We'd like X percent of
sugar content"?

LK: The only thing that they ever said was that you couldn't put
nitrogen on.

NA: Why was that?

LK: Because you'd get a higher tonnage, and the sugar content
was down. You'd get a higher percentage of molasses, which in
that day was only used for cattle feed. You couldn't separate
it. That's the same way today. Of course, now we've got
individual sugar. In those days, it was factory average.
Everybody got the same sugar [i.e.,every grower was paid based on
the same average sugar content].

In some areas there was peat land. And they wouldn't let
you raise beets on peat land because the beets got like that.
And every once in a while, the seed had a red beet in it. for
identification. Because you could raise mangoes, and they had no
sugar at all, but it was cattle feed. So the Company kept an eye
on it. They had field managers.

NA: Just a question before we get into the next question. Your
father was hired because he knew about machinery? Was that one
of the major reasons why he was hired as fieldman?

LK: Well, I think they wanted additional fieldmen. They wanted
somebody that was a farmer and was acquainted with agronomy.

NA: Was he sort of trained by other fieldmen?

LK: There weren't any other fieldmen to train him.

NA: So he pretty much had to learn on his own, then?

LK: Oh, yes. But Dad was very observant. When he saw a farmer
doing a good job, why, he noticed what he did! As a matter of
fact, Dad always said that—we go back, now. The first beets in
the Valley were raised on that farm over here before Dad arrived,
Mr. Wiggin. He got a beet seed from Germany, planted two rows
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^
along the driveway coining in. He sacked the beet and shipped
them to Chaska. They found out the sugar content was good, and
that was in the early '20s.

NA: When did you personally start raising sugar beets on the
farm?

Let's see. I bought this place in 1938. Or rather, DadLK:
bought it and I bought it in 1940.
in 1940.

That's about when I started,

NA: At that time, did you get advice from agents — like fieldman,
I guess — for cultivation, for fertilizer? Or did you get enough
from your father that you didn't need to use fieldmen?

LK: Oh, no, the fieldmen were around, we got some advice,
although when it came to machinery, the Company didn't have —
outside of cross-cultivation — they fought everything that the
Growers advocated.

NA: For machinery?

LK: Yes.

NA: Why was that?

LK: I'll tell you one reason they fought it, when they went from
hand labor early topping [the machines pull up too much dirt with
the beets] — they'd take six rows here, take six rows there — then
we'd make a float mark. Then they'd pile them all in a float,
just throw them in over the top.

Then they had these beet loaders. One was a Sisch, made in
Torrington, Wyoming. We didn't have the early ones. Walter Ross
and Verol Gibbons had one.

And, of course, there were clods that would come up in the
row. Matter of fact, Walter Ross hauled to Ross Siding in my —
J.B. Bingham was the manager. And the fieldman caught a chunk of
dirt about this size [indicating size of clod of dirt], going
into the railroad car. He picked it up and took it over to
Bingham. Bingham shellacked it, put it on his desk and had a sign
on it.

NA: And the [American Crystal Sugar] Company would have to sort
through that?

LK: They don't really sort through it; they wash it [the dirt]
out. And what sinks to the bottom —

NA: It was just a mess anyway you look at it, then, afterwards.

LK: So that was one of which they were skeptical [of machinery] .
Then we had a Paasa, made in Oslo, that did a better job.

NA: What did the Paasa do, exactly?
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LK: That did the same thing, throw them [beets] in a trench—a
float is what we call it, a float mark. But the Paasa had a
thing about this big around [indicating the size with his hands]
on the front of the potato chain on the ground, which was
spiraled. It did a nicer job of lifting the beets out without
gouging—the Sisch had a steel plate, like a grater blade, in
front of their potato chain. And, of course, when that gouged in
it would take a big clod with it. Another was the Espe loader
made in Crookston. The tractor straddled the float row and
pulled the truck backward. You would lengthen and shorten the
hitch to fill the truck.

NA: So it went along a conveyor belt?

LK: It went up like this, then it went up at an angle to get in
the truck.

NA: When you first started, did you need to read some sort of
publications? Were there any booklets?

LK: There wasn't anything on sugar beets. The Growers
Association helped to some extent, and the fieldmen did, also.
Of course, they watched your fertilizer purchases real close.
Most of the time we got our fertilizer right from Crystal.

The fieldmen would come out and examine your bags to see
what the analysis is like, to see if you were putting any
nitrogen on.

NA: When did you join the Growers Association? Did you join any
other Growers Association other than the Red River Valley [Sugar]
Beet Growers?

LK: No.

NA: Do you recall what year you joined?

LK: Well, as far as I know, we were members from day one.

NA: Did they get together and put any publications together to
help new growers? Was that part of their function?

LK: We had meetings in the Valley, and, of course—if you're
familiar with beet growers—they're an neat bunch of people.
They mingle together and anybody that's got an idea in the
Valley, they go look at it. You'd hear it; word of mouth travels
pretty fast. And if it was something new that looked good,
people would go and look at it.

NA: Let's talk about how you secured the labor. You worked with
migrant workers then, from Mexico or from Texas? How many
laborers did you have?

LK: We had a head [count] as high as 30, one time.

NA: When you were younger, or when you were on your own?
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LK: This would be later. We always had right around 300 acres
of beets, pretty much from the beginning until the Growers bought
out the Company. Then we increased our acreage.

NA: Now, about the labor, did you secure the labor? You said
that your father went down to pick up the labor. Did you
continue that?

LK: No, eventually the labor came up in their own vehicles. We
advanced them money in the winter. This is 1950. It must have
been shortly after that, that we recruited our own. Because
after a while you've got your own families. We had some who
worked with us for 15 years, until their kids grew up and they
went—

NA: And they could do it themselves?

LK: Well, they probably would do something else. I had real
good families. We'd buy a farm that had a house on it, and the
laborers would live in those houses.

NA: You had to house them yourselves, at your own expense?

LK: Oh, yes.

NA: And you had government regulations that said it had to have
such and such—what did the government say you had to have for
these people?

LK: Well, that was always a blessing, in a way. I went to a
house of one my laborers down here, about two and a half miles
from my farm. It was a farm home that one of my men had lived
in. Well, I put in a shower and hot water—but it was altogether
with the well. When the inspector came out in the fall, he said,
"I'm not going to approve your housing until you put in a septic
tank and separate the shower from the well."

By the time I'd do that, it'd be about six or seven thousand
dollars, and I said, "The heck with it!" I wasn't going to do
it. The labor weren't complaining at all. They're only here
from the first of June until the middle of July. Six weeks, if
the weather is decent. As a matter of fact, up until two years
ago, he [one of the workers] used to send me pecans—and I hadn't
hired anyone for ten years.

NA: How did you pay these people?

LK: By the acre. It was piecework.

NA: Were they paid differently for various tasks? Differently
for topping? Was there a different rate for that?

LK: Oh, yes. There were different rates.

NA: Was that government regulated? Did they tell you how much?
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LK: Yes. At the end, it was government regulations.

NA: How did it start?

LK: Well, the Company recommended a certain payment level for
each one. Maybe I'm mistaken. Maybe the government did set the
wage right from the beginning. Because this was a government
project for a long time. I think they set the wages.

When I was on the Beet Growers, I had to testify on the
Growers' side at a labor hearing. This was a long time ago.

NA: Labor hearing at Washington?

LK: No, this was in Moorhead.

NA: What can you tell me about that?

LK: I can remember this much about it. I was testifying and I
asked this guy—he was sitting there with one of these recorder
deals [court recording machine]—"Do you ever get so you can't
catch up with it?" And he said, "Never had any problems." Well,
I got on the stand, and apparently I talk fast, and he said,
"Hold it, hold it, hold it! Talk a little slower!" So I did.
[Laughter]

NA: Who were you testifying in front of?

LK: The U.S. Department of Agriculture. They conduct these
hearings in all the sugar beet growing [areas]—well, I suppose,
probably they even did it in the cane growing area, I don't know.
But they had several hearings in the Valley. One in the Valley,
but Chaska had a plant and they had to go down there. Everybody
was in the same boat, as far as government regulations were
concerned.

NA: Now they just wanted to know what you thought about the
regulations?

LK: Yes, they wanted to know what we thought was a reasonable
price to pay for.

NA: All right, the last thing on the labor before we move on.
You mentioned earlier that you had some other laborers, non-
migrant laborers. Is that right?

LK: Well, for a while, for thinning and hoeing, we recruited
kids from town. And they had crew leaders. They'd have 15 kids
out there.

NA: They were just temporary, though?

LK: Yes, for thinning and hoeing. Primarily thinning, if you
got behind. We had them several years. They didn't do the best
of jobs, of course, but they served a purpose.
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We had them quite a few years. We had a crew of girls one
time, on a field down here. But they didn't last. They'd get
tired, and they'd walk to town.

NA: And this was while you were having migrant labor?

LK: Oh, yes. We still had the migrants. We didn't have too
many. Then during the war, there were prisoners of war.

[End Tape 1, side 1. Begin Tape 1, side 1]

LK: We didn't have any prisoners of war. But my neighbor, Mr.
Ted Myers, had them. He was a captain in the old German Army, in
World War I.

NA: He was a German captain?

LK: In World War I. And he had the prisoners of war.

NA: Which POWs? What nationality?

LK: German. Just German. And he had them. We had Mexican
nationals; they'd ship them in from Mexico. We had them. When
they got through, they'd put them on a train and they'd go back
to Mexico.

NA: Let's shift a little bit. We were talking earlier about the
Growers organization, the Red River Valley [Sugar] Beet Growers
Association, and what they did to help the farmers. We'll be
talking more about that later. But Bernie Youngquist, up at the
Crookston Ag Station, helped organize some of these Sugar Beet
Grower Institutes—later called the International Sugar. Did you
participate in any of those annual meetings at Crookston?

LK: Yes, that was a big thing. That was always full. The
winter show came about that same time.

NA: What was it? Why did growers even go there?

LK: I can recall just a few things that were advocated. One was
size of seed. Another one was depth of planting. We found that
out by experience, if you go down too deep you don't get
emergence.

That happened to us. One day we were planting up north, Dad
and I were having dinner, and we were just finding out about
that. That, and the rule about moisture. And you could take the
bands off at the international bureau without two inches.

Dad said, "Why don't we get down to the moisture?" And we
did. But we had a rain shortly afterwards. The other ones grew,
and the other ones were real spotty. Germination—didn't have
enough germ to push it up that far. So we learned from
experience not to plant too deep.
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At harvest time, we had an awful time harvesting those thin
spaced large beets. They got just like that [indicating with
hand], and of course, the roto beater would kick them out of the
way and put them all over the field.

NA: So they had agriculture experts there giving you advice on
seeds and planting conditions. Now, Bernie Youngquist had told
us a short time ago that, later on, they also had machinery
people, people trying to sell their wares, and it was a great
place for growers to come and take a look at what was available.

LK: It was! You bet. That was popular; it still is today.
Chemicals, machinery, trucks—you name it! Anything that applies
to the beet industry was there.

NA: So there was a good turnout there?

LK: Oh, beautiful. It was standing room only.

NA: This was an annual event?

LK: Yes, it's an annual event. Matter of fact, there's two of
them. Crystal puts on one over in Grand Forks, then we have the
one shortly after the winter show, the Beet Institute. Then, of
course, there are technology ones; they have one in Arizona,
that's more or less for technical people. Like people that work
at the University go there.

NA: You've mentioned some of the machinery that was used and
some of the changes, and how the Company wasn't very much in
favor of that. What other types of machinery did you use? Did
you finally settle on specific types?

LK: Well, as a matter of fact, I made a list of some of the
machinery that—well, of course, in the early days we had
lifters, and they were pulled by tractors and some were mounted.

Our early cultivators were what they called the P and 0.
That was a forerunner of the International. Then there was
Planet Jr. The Planet Jr. was primarily for horse-pulling
equipment because their clamps were fashioned with a wedge.
You'd hammer a wedge down. It was all right, if you sat on the—
watched to see that they wouldn't shift loose.

But the P and O—

NA: P and O; what's that?

LK: We just called it a P and O; I don't know what it stood for,
but we all called it a P and O! That was fashioned with two
bolts on a clamp. But we always bought Planet Jr. Knives and
shovels, they had the—

NA: You planted with knives?

LK: Oh, no, knives was a thing that cut the weeds, that you
cultivated with. Like when we first bought some of this land,
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full of rose bushes. And, of course, they hadn't plowed it; just
skim-plowed it. So three or four times a day we'd have to carry
the files, and go out there and file those knives so that they'd
cut those rose bushes. And the labor used to cuss; because
they'd be crawling on hands and knees and you'd run into a rose
bush.

I told you about the first drill. About the only thing that
the Sugar Company ever advocated that was any good was cross-
cultivation. We crossed it at 18 inches.

NA: The only machine that the Company provided was the drill?

LK: At the first. As a matter of fact, they would furnish a or
not with us; but they furnished you the drill, the seed. I don't
know about the cultivator. All these things. Matter of fact,
they raised a lot of beets on their own. They had a whole
section of beets—northwest of school, about four miles—they
just couldn't get enough growers to grow them, so they raised
their own.

And then we went to a check-row. It had a wire. I planted
a lot of beets with it. It'd go about two and a half miles an
hour. It planted six rows.

NA: Explain a little bit about the machine. What did it look
like? What did it do?

LK: Our first check-row drill was a John Deere, and it had
buttons 18 inches apart. It might go through some rowers and
then it would go through the trip valve on these six rows and
then drop the seed. So you'd be sitting in the tractor going
click, click, click, click, click.

And you had this string of wire that you'd have to stretch
just right. Otherwise, if you had it strung too tight you'd have
a beautiful check on the end, but the middle would be lousy. So
you'd just have to pull it over the same every time to make
sure—the check on the end for about, oh, 20 rows or so wasn't
very good but the then you could cross these things—you'd drive
down the road and it'd be just beautiful.

Then the next one was an Oliver check-row, and that checked
the fertilizer. That was miserable. I planted at night, and at
night the fertilizer would get sticky and gum up. Then the thing
wouldn't come back. You'd sit on a tractor and you could hear
this thing, how it was working. So you'd get off and scrape
everything til—we'd carry some distillant with us and squirt it
on all the linkage. And then it would work for a couple of
rounds, and then you'd have to do the same thing over again.

But that was a slow process, it saved us seed. It saved a
lot of seed, because we didn't have to trample those 18 inches
between the checks.

That's as far as it goes on planting. Cultivation, we'd
pull two cultivators behind the tractor, a wheat cultivator.
Even before that, though, they made a six-row cultivator in
Fisher on a Model T Ford chassis. We never had one of those.
There were quite a few of those built and used in the Valley.
All hand levers and brakes. Model T engine on it.
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When we went to 18 rows, we had two on each side and then I

had one on the tractor. Two guys would sit on the back; they
would steer with your feet. If you had a lot of trash, why,
you'd carry a stick or hoe handle and work it between the shovel
and the shield and get the trash off your shovel. I tell you, it
wasn't anything I ever—air-conditioned and the seats were plain
old steel seats.

NA: Did you have any more to say about the machinery?

LK: Well, I could go into beet harvesting machinery.

NA: Okay, go right ahead.

LK: Then we went to harvesters. The first harvester we had was
made in Ohio, called a Scott-Urschel, [ie., Scott Viner-Urschel,
ca. 1939] It had one shovel that went underneath the beets. It
grabbed it; it had a chain that grabbed by the tops. And it
would go through a thing like this that would feed it through a
knife. There were all these fringe leaves. Of course, they had
a long spout dropping it into the wind row again. Then we'd pick
them up with the regular loader.

I hauled beets that one year. I just hauled one load, all
the way to Grand Forks. Of course, then you dropped the door and
you raised the docks. And the guy said, "You have too many
leaves!"

So he had me run up and down the conveyor belt, and I picked
off the leaves a little more. My uncle was the manager of the
plant. He came out into the yard and saw me over there, and he
drove right on out. So I picked leaves there for about a half an
hour or so—the trucks weren't that big.

And then I rigged up a deal on our loader. We had an Espe
loader, which would throw the leaves up this way. Then I had a
suction deal, with a nine-horse motor on it, and that didn't work
too good either. It was nothing but a cloud of dust. I ruined
the motor, because it was sitting in dust all of the time. We
didn't use our Scott-Urschel, [ie. Scott Viner-Urschel] too long.

Then, I had a chance to get rid of it. We went to the
International dealer at Grafton they were using these. That's
when the single row International was coming out.

NA: What were they using up in Grafton?

LK: The Scott-Urschel. Nobody around here would want it.

NA: How is Scott-Urschel different from all the other ones?

LK: Well, Scott-Urschel lifted by the leaves. And, of course,
always a lot of leaves would fall off, especially the dry leaves,
would hang there. And, of course, they'd go up in the load.

So I went up there. They had three International lifters up
there, with the carts. And I bought the three of them, all used.
And he [the salesman] said, "Boy, am I glad to get rid of these.
These guys, they want the Scott-Urschels. But I know that in one
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year, they'll want to come back and get a new one, a new
International." That's exactly what happened.

So I bought these three. I put two on each International
and one on an Oliver. They had a change over kit on an Oliver,
you could mount this on.

I had those two International lifters; that had a double
shoe on it that the beets came up on. And then, they'd go up a
conveyor and fall on a picking table—oh, I suppose, about this
long and this wide. One person sat on each side of it. And
they'd pick the beets off and drop them in a cart. Of course,
that beats topping them. So we used that for quite a few years.

NA: Let's shift gears for a minute. You'd mentioned a little
about the fieldmen and what they did here. What about the
University of Minnesota Ag Extension offices? Did they help you
very much? People like Walt Ness? Of course he was in Cass, but
the Clay county and Polk County agent—did any of the agents in
any of the areas help out?

LK: They really didn't help us that much. We had these tours,
and that's where we gained some information. Carl Ash used to be
our county agent and every year we'd have a tour. We wouldn't
just look at beets, but we'd look at grain and different
agricultural practices.

NA: You'd tour other farms?

LK: Oh, yes. There was one over here, where I was born—Verol
Gibbons—and we'd have a steak fry. It was pretty much an annual
event. And we got to see things first hand. Usually in the
fall, right about this time of year, when we'd look at the crops.

I'll tell you, the University [of Minnesota-Crookston] —
like Larry Smith and the guy down in Fargo—they are a wealth of
information. They'd keep us informed on the chemicals.
Especially these chemicals we use nowadays. What to use.

NA: Pesticides, herbicides and such?

LK: Yes. We keep in contact with them all the time.

NA: Okay, a couple more questions before we take a short break.
In your opinion, are sugar beets a good crop to have in a dry
season? We've had a few dry seasons these past few years. Your
opinion.

LK: Well, I'll tell you, beets take moisture. And who's going
to determine what's a dry season or not? Like this year, started
out beautiful. And these beets could still recover. Once you
get them emerged and get them on their way, they are a tough
crop.

They'll stand a drought as good as anything. Maybe not as
good as sunflowers, from what I understand, but year in and year
out you look back on the history of sugar beet production in the
Valley and—with the cultural practices we have—they are an
excellent crop.
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We used to have to plant them on summer fallow. That was
number one. We couldn't plant them on stubble ground. Or you
could plant on corn ground or you could plant them on potato
ground. But on summer fallow, you'd always have a few inches of
moisture stored up there for you. But we raised a lot better
crop as we went to stubble, than we ever raised on summer fallow.

NA: Now what about for a wet year?

LK: I tell you, unless beets are standing in water for two days,
why, they take up a lot of moisture. Only time a wet year is
tough is the harvest time. I lost 60 acres of real beautiful
beets one year because I couldn't even walk in the field. You'd
sink right up to your ankles in soup!

Then we'd try to get them on the frost or, then it froze
real hard and all I could get was the top nubbins. I couldn't
get all of them, either. When the leaves froze down, they got
just like wet rags. You couldn't roto beat them off, you
couldn't cut them off. But that's only happened once, that we
couldn't get them out.

Now, after the Growers took over, we've got faster receiving
stations, and when we really get going, we can really push them
in there.

NA: And what about the receiving stations? You suggested that
when the Company was—before the changeover—that the receiving
stations were not that fast?

LK: That was low on the totem pole, in their budget, receiving
stations. They spent their money in the mill. We always figured
10, 25 days when the Company had it [i.e., before 1973]. That's
a long time. And in that period, we'd probably lose a week
because of snow or freezing. And they wouldn't take frozen
beets.

Now with the Growers, we've got excellent facilities to
unload them. We figure on every 10 or 12 days now.

NA: You had to unload yourself at that time? You had to unload
the beets and load them onto the rail cars yourself?

LK: No, I didn't go back that far. My father-in-law did. He
scooped them off for a year or two. But when my grandfather
raised beets, he had a loading station over here—

NA: How far from your place?

LK: Just down the railroad tracks, which was about three-fourths
of a mile. My grandfather lived right over here.

My dad hauled, just scooped them on. And then they had two
horses on wagon. It was the same thing we did later on. They'd
drop the door, and then raise the side of the box and basically
just slide off box. Since that time, I never did have to shovel
them off.

[Short break. Tape recorder turned off]
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NA: Now, you wanted to say some more about the machinery and the
loading stations?

LK: I wanted to comment on the loading facilities that we used
to have when we still scooped the beets on or loaded them up with
mechanical loaders. They had loading facilities at Crookston,
Nixon, and Ross Siding, which was up between Crookston and
Fisher. The problem was getting the loaded cars out and getting
empty cars to load. When the loading side got full, then you'd
sit and wait for a train—railroads are independent, just like
they are today, and they'd take their good old time about loading
out. Empties would come from East Grand Forks. So somebody
would take the car and see if there were any empties coming on
the way, otherwise you might as well go home, if there weren't
any empties coming.

Of course, we'd park the trucks there overnight so we'd be
the first ones on the scale in the morning so that we could
unload. And if you hauled three or four loads a day, that was
it. They were small loads. Now, you know, we haul a load an
hour.

The Company, as I said, considered it a low budget item as
far as getting rid of the beets were concerned. And they tried
to pile some beets here one time. They piled them in an old
brick yard. During the winter—it was cold—they loaded them up
into these gondolas. But when they'd get them over to Grand
Forks they'd be frozen solid. They tried dynamite, they tried
hot water. That's the only year they tried that, piling them
outside the factory yard.

NA: They had to separate them out of the pile then?

LK: Well, they were in these gondolas. They were loaded here.
They were frozen, and on the way over to Grand Forks they froze
into a big mass. And, of course, that stopped them from anymore
stockpiling until they got some semis that had this open stretch
metal sides, when in a half hour they are unloaded again.

Talking about different machinery, I told you about the
Scott-Urschel. Then my neighbor had a Mar-Beet, a machine that
was made in California. It had spikes on it, the beets would
spike to the top. This guy's wife would sit up in the loader, up
in the truck, and finish topping the beets that way—they'd have
a little fringe of leaves on them.

Then there was Harval. Did Hugh Trowbridge mention the
Harval at all?

NA: No.

LK: Well, my uncle, and J.B. Bingham. They kind of designed
this machine that was also a bunch of prongs that lifted the
beets up. But that one put them in a holding carriage and then
when they got it full, it'd drop this pile on the ground. Then
you'd have to get somebody in there to top. And the beets were
all which ways. It didn't work at all! The Company was adamant
to the Growers, "Buy it!" since they had the money stuck in it.
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And so a lot of guys got stuck and they were mad as the dickens
that the Company was pushing it on to them.

The first really good loader was—I had these International
Harvesters, after the Scott-Urschel, and then we worked up on the
section up on North Crookston. I had my full crew for harvesting
beets, and it was hard and dry. I had clods all around. I had
women on the picking table. And this guy came out, Obert
Vatendohl, he was selling this Kingwyse Harvester. He was going
around from field to field.

He pulled into the field, and it was just like day and
night. This was the first one that came out with a wheel, to
lift these beets out of the ground. And when they got to it, the
beets were nice. So I said, Obert, by God, don't take it out of
the field. I'm going to shut these down and use that," which I
did. And, of course, the women weren't disappointed either,
because there were big clods coming over and it was dangerous.
Those clods would drop about that far on the picking table and if
you picked a beet out, a clod came up. It was somewhat
dangerous, those clods of dirt.

This machine had a four-cylinder Wisconsin engine on it—it
wasn't a power takeoff. But the thing that was worst—in those
days, no sealed bearings. They just had roller bearings with a
little felt seal and, working in dust, the roller bearings—when
they double up they bust a casting and there weren't too many
parts around yet. But we took our crop for quite a few years.

Then, of course, we got into Gemco. Opal was the first one,
that was made in Idaho. That was a three-row. The Kingwyse were
the two-row. They came out with a three-row, with the wheels.
Then they had rubber flails to push the beets out of the wheels.

That was the beginning. We had sealed bearings. That
lifter lasted for quite a while. Then I switched to Gemco, a
three-row Gemco, which was a three-row Gemco cart. Opening up
fields, we'd pull a cart alongside—it would hold about six ton
or seven ton. And you'd fill that up. This Gemco cart would
hold about three ton. You'd drive a truck under it.

One night, one of my men raised his hoist up on the section
up there and the high line went across the corner. He caught
that high line lower wire. He got that high line wrapped up in
our lifter. But that's a neutral line; the top one is the hot
one. I couldn't chisel it out of there. We worked that Gemco
cart that year.

Then I went to a four row Gemco. Then, of course, they had
what they called renk rolls. They were notched—they were on a
shaft and they went like this. They would pull the beets back.
And in mud it was absolutely no good at all. You could clean it,
and in half a load, do the same thing again.

NA: So in a wet year, or during a wet time, it wouldn't really
work?

LK: No. And of course, it went back on a spud chain. The spud
chain would elevate this all up into the load. So then they
changed to grab rolls, and that's what we have now.
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NA: How is that different?

LK: There was a smooth roll and a spiral roll. The spiral roll
pushes the beet towards the end. The beet would keep sliding
along, but it would take the dirt with it and push it out the
bottom.

NA: So you wouldn't get a lot of dirt or mud?

LK: It cleaned up. I tell you, you can work in mud. Beets,
they didn't look quite—it's amazing how clean those beets are
when they get in the load. It takes the leaves out or any other
trash, and pulls them right on through. That was the salvation
of the harvesting.

And, of course, the Company had the same grab rolls and they
switched to grab rolls, also. We had a double shot on the grab
roll.

NA: So the Company used, basically, the same thing?

LK: Yes.

NA: Now, your experience with this machinery, was that pretty
common with other growers? Did they go through pretty much the
same thing?

LK: In a matter of three or four years, everybody was using the
same thing—well, I'd say 90%. There were always some who were
laggards, you might say. But 90% of the growers at that period
of time were switching—you could go past the machinery dealers
and you'd see all these other used machinery, ones that were
obsolete already, in their lot.

[End Tape 1, Side 2. Begin Tape 2, Side 1]

NA: I want to switch gears a little bit and talk about the Red
River Valley Sugar [Beet] Growers Association itself. You were a
member of that for quite a few members?

LK: Oh, yes, as a matter of fact, if I can remember correctly we
were a member of that from day one. Even though my uncle, he
frowned on it.

NA: He didn't like the Growers Association?

LK: They were skeptical. They thought that they were going to
get too powerful.

NA: Even back then. It's sort of ironic that they later took
over.

LK: They were afraid that they were going to get too powerful
and that they'd go on strike, or something like that.
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NA: The Growers Association was organized to present a united
voice to the Company?

LK: That, and also to the government. There were these
government programs. There were other beet organizations, there
was the Great Western, Southern Minnesota had their own
association. Then there was the Western Beet Growers, which was
kind of a—Einer Johnson was in the Western Beet Growers. I
really don't know what the function the Western Beet Growers had.
They finally have gone by the way.

NA: You held president of the organization. You're plaque says
that you were president from '61 to '65. Did you hold any other
office?

LK: I was on the board for a long time. I was a director on the
board.

NA: What can you tell about your involvement in the Association?
When you were president or at other times, did you go to
Washington as sometimes you did for the—E.W. Reising was your
representative for a while?

LK: We had the single producers—that's where Al Bloomquist
could really clue you in on all the personalities—but we had
representatives in Washington, too. I mean, we helped finance
them, put it that way. We didn't have one—except Al Bloomquist
was our spokesman, and he's been excellent.

I can' t say enough good about Al. He and I had our
differences. We hired him shortly before I became president. I
didn't really want the job of president. I was over at Grand
Forks and people were getting tired of R.T. Adams, who was
president then.

NA: They just wanted a new face?

LK: Well, I don't know. They weren't making any headway with
contracts. All the top Company did when R.T. worked, was change
the date, that's all they did. Same contract year after year
after year after year.

So I was at a meeting in Grand Forks and they asked me about
it, and I didn't want it. Finally, I said, "Okay." So I got
elected president and R.T. was mad from day one. He was mad
until the day he died; he never got over it.

I remember one meeting, he called a meeting in Fisher—he
lived in Fisher. He put me on the carpet. Al came, Al was in
Moorhead, and Al came to that. I didn't know much about it, and
Al was in Washington and Al was on the board of directors, where
they got into the nitty-gritty of it. There must have been about
30 or 40 people at that meeting, and R.T. started to grill me
about Washington, the Association and this and that. I didn't
know, and Al did the answering for me.

So I—other than that I didn't have problems with R.T., than
I had with the Company, because we took a strong stand on the
contract.
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NA: What were you looking for? What was the stand you took on
the contract?

LK: We wanted higher price.

NA: What were you getting at the time?

LK: Oh, boy, this is where Al—that's why I say I wish we were
all three of us here together! The Growers weren't all that
strong then. They were scared of the Company.

NA: The Growers were scared of the Company?

LK: They were afraid they'd lose their contract. I remember we
told the board not to sign until we gave them the go-ahead to
sign. The Company said they wouldn't sign until we had approved
the contract.

This was on a Friday—I was president then, so it was
somewhere between '61 and '65—and Jack Tanner was head of the
Company. He promised us that they wouldn't go out and contact
the Growers to sign the contracts until we had approved the
contract.

Well, on Saturday, the Growers started calling up. Said,
"They want us to come in and sign the contracts." They didn't
know what to do. We said, "Hold off until Monday."

We met in the office. That was a blue Monday if there ever
was one. We didn't think the Growers would stand behind us; it
was like a dominoes effect. If one grower signs, the rest of
them and right on.

We got on the phone and said, "Go ahead and sign." We knew
that we just couldn't push it.

NA: What had you gotten at that point?

LK: We hadn't gotten too much at that point. But the next year
we got stronger and stronger. Everybody got a contract this one
October but Gerhart and I, and this was the first of April. I
hadn't pulled the beet planter yet because I knew the fieldman
would drive by and see I was getting ready to plant beets. And
Gerhart the same way. The two of us didn't have a beet contract.
We had a meeting one day; the president of Crystal heard that I
didn't have a beet contract.

NA: So the president heard that you didn't have a contract?

LK: Yes, we were meeting with him in Moorhead or someplace
else, and he heard. I said, "No. Gerhart and I don't have a
beet contract." "By God," he said, "I'll see that you get one if
I have to sign it myself." So this meant that I got a beet
contract.

NA: Why didn't you get one?

LK: Because I agitated.
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NA: Whose decision would that be to deny you a contract?

LK: Jack Tanner, head of the three plants in the Valley.

NA: This was president of the whole thing.

LK: Then—I don't know if this was the fall before or the fall
afterwards—they measured my beets. I was the only one they
measured, and I was two or three acres over. So I left a row
here, and I left two rows there. All through the fields, your
know. It takes nine rows to make an acre.

After the beet harvest, Gerry Claassen, Crookston,
Agricultural Manager, called me in one day. He said, "Kiel, how
come you made it so miserable for the field men and left all
those patches of beets around? Why didn't you leave it in one
spot? Why on earth did you leave one row here, two rows there,
three rows—with a four row lifter?"

"Well," I said, "it could be done."
"You made it miserable for the field men."
I said, "I didn't do it with that intention. I was going to

leave my field beets. In the bottom of a ditch, I left nothing
but good—I'm the only one measured in the whole Valley."

He didn't have anything to say about that.

NA: What do you mean by measure?

LK: The Company had come out and measured my field. If you're
allowed a hundred and some acres, you can't have an acre over
that. But I was the only one in the Valley they checked.

NA: So that was deliberate?

LK: Oh, absolutely. They were singling me out. Discrimination,
that's such a big word nowadays!

So, I said, "Gerry, I'm sorry. I didn't have any intention
in mind—I just thought that any beets at the end of the field or
at the bottom of the ditch. I didn't have that at all."

"Well, Kiel," he said, "we'll shake on it. We'll just keep
it between ourselves and not mention it to anyone."

I said, "Fine," and we shook on it.
About a month later, we were holding a Growers Association

board meeting in the FM Hotel, up in the top. Jack Tanner was
there; we were sitting at the head table, Jack Tanner and I and
Al Bloomquist. The full board was there and I asked them what
the price was now. Jack said, "Kiel, can I tell something about
you?"

I said, "Sure. I didn't know what he was going to pull."
Then he tried to relate the story about me leaving two rows here
and one row there. I didn't say anything—that was a closed deal
between Gerry and me. That was going to be the end of it. The
beet Growers laughed! But, anyway, that's some of the problems
we had.
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NA: In your opinion again, what do think are the strengths and
weaknesses of the Growers Association, from as far back as you
can remember on?

LK: Unity, of course. It makes you feel that they all hang
together or they hang separately. That's really no problem now,
with the Association being a co-op.

The weakness I see—and I think it's something that should
be corrected—are these beet Growers that hold on to a beet
contract and don't farm anymore, but rent it out. I think that
it's going to get like the tobacco growers out east. You get
absentee owners to controlling the acreage without being active.

I think that it's against the by-laws, in the first place,
but the Valley is full of those older growers that are hanging on
and renting out their beet acreage. The young guys aren't
getting a go at it.

NA: How did the Growers Association get new members? Did they
actively recruit new Growers for the association for purposes of
strength or cohesion?

LK: There's no way to recruit. You're automatically a member
now.

NA: You mentioned a little about the relationship between the
Growers Association and American Crystal. What about the period
around the war, and the '50s and '60s? Right up to the
acquisition. Can you say any more about that? In any respect;
in the respect of the contracts, negotiations, how things
generally went. Was there generally cooperation involved? Even
at the congressional level, price supports, or any elements of
agreement or disagreement?

LK: Well, like I said, during the war nobody wanted to raise
sugar beets. They had a tough time getting growers because the
price of wheat was five dollars an bushel; it was tough to
recruit labor. We had to get nationals or prisoners of war. It
was tough to get farm labor, period. Beet farming during the war
was atrocious. It was just a tough time all around.

As far as the government regulations, outside of the housing
setup, that hasn't been all that bad. I think that welfare
setup the way it's got, it's wrong. Even when I was raising
them, the labor got money. We'd advance them money in Texas,
we'd advance them money here. But still they were eligible for
welfare. The labor didn't ask for it. The welfare people would
come out and recruit, so that they could look like they were
doing their job. I think that's gotten way out of hand.

NA: How successful has the Growers Association been in
maintaining federal price supports for the domestic sugar
industry, whether you talk about the cane industry versus the
beet industry? What ever you want to say about that?

LK: Controlling imports is the thing that we do now. If you
want a viable industry, whether it's sugar cane or potatoes,
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whatever you like, you have to have something like that.
Otherwise you're going to wind up like we did with that oil
fiasco. You're going to depend on the foreign market and once
they've got control of it, they've got you over a barrel.

NA: How successful, would you say, has the Association been as a
lobbying force?

LK: I think they've been very successful. And I say Al
Bloomquist is going to have to take the lion's share of the
credit. He's been there a long time, he's well known, well
versed. It's just like Reising, they had a lot of respect for
him because he didn't pull any shenanigans. He told them what he
thought was right, and the congressmen respected his opinion.

NA: Hugh Trowbridge, I know, and Einer Johnson and a couple
others—probably R.T. Adams—all at one time or another,
travelled to Washington to testify before one of the Ag
committees. Were you ever called to do that?

LK: I was in Washington. I never did testify, but I sat in
committee hearings. I have testified, but that was just before a
small committee on sugar legislation, in general.

NA: Did the Red River Valley [Sugar Beet] Growers Association
work with other Growers Associations and any other Ag groups to
further the goals, to work with the companies, to >io anything in
particular at a congressional level?

LK: We worked fairly closely with all the sugar beet growing and
the cane is in the same boat that we are—price supports,
whatever you want to call it. We worked closely with them.
Growers, there was always a little petty jealously between the
cane growers and the sugar beet growers when it got right down to
it. But we all worked together with them.

NA: What can you tell about the Growers Association's final
acquisition around the early '70s, of American Crystal? Can you
say anything about how that came about or what the feelings were
at the time?

LK: Well, I wasn't in on that. I got out of it in '65. I had
four years of it and I said, "I'm just going to take the four
years and that's it." So I made one of the by-laws saying that a
term of president should not exceed four years. But Arnet, they
bypassed that, he went for eight years. Al put this thing
together. [the buying out of the American Crystal Sugar Company
by the Growers]

NA: Did you get out of farming, too?

LK: Oh, no. I'm still raising beets.

NA: You weren't president then, so you weren't really involved?
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LK: No, I wasn't really involved. I had my belly full.

NA: Did you have anything else that you'd like to mention?

LK: I don't think so. We've covered it fairly well. I wanted
mostly to get in on the machinery deal. I've looked over my
notes. This has been a pretty lengthy interview. I've enjoyed
it.

NA: Well I think we've had a very good interview. Thank you
very much.

[End of Interview]

STATEMENT FROM LYLE KIEL

I would also like to mention that I am a holder of a patent
(#2,993,548) for a Row Finder to keep a sugarbeet harvester on
the row.

I think that 90% of the beet harvesters in the Valley have a
row finder on them, although it has been upgraded and the patent
that I had ran out years ago.

We (my son and I) are presently experimenting with a down
the row rotovator, so that we can plant into bare stubble, the
stubble would catch snow and also eliminate soil erosion from
high winds.
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